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Abstract
In two-phase flow, the presence of inter-phasal surface – the interface – causes additional terms to appear in LES
formulation. Those terms were ignored in contemporary works, for the lack of model and because the authors expected
them to be of negligible influence. However, it has been recently shown by a priori DNS simulations that the negligibility
assumption can be challenged. In the present work, a model for one of the sub-grid two-phase specific terms is proposed,
using deconvolution of the velocity field and advection of the interface using that field. Using the model, the term can be
included into LES. A brief presentation of the model is followed by numerical tests that assess the model’s performance
by comparison with a priori DNS results.
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1. Introduction
It is our focus in this work to present an algorithm
that allows for calculation of sub-grid surface tension term
that appears in Navier – Stokes equations within Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) formulation when two-phase flow
is considered. To make the required calculations, an entire
numerical setup involving a solver, two-phase flow modules
and a sub-grid model have been prepared. In the article
solving Navier – Stokes equations, the Volume of Fluid
(VOF) method and the Level Set (LS) method will be de-
scribed only in minimum, providing the reader with nec-
essary literature, while the focus is on the implementation
of the Coupled Level Set and Volume of Fluid method and
the ADM-τ model of sub-grid surface tension, which we
describe in most detailed manner. Similarly, the introduc-
tion is focused solely on reviewing Large Eddy Simulation
of two-phase flow and not two-phase flows in general.
Until the 1990s, simulations of turbulent flows involved
mainly one-phase (gaseous) flows; behaviour of second phase
was, e.g. in work of Elghobashi (1984) [16], calculated
using discrete particles (undeformable and much smaller
than mesh size) so that their concentrations could be pre-
dicted [16]. Similar work was published by Eaton in 1994
[15].
Explicit interface modelling using methods such as VOF
was not applied in LES until the 2000s. Conference pa-
per of Alajbegovic gave first accounts of applying Large
Eddy Simulations to multiphase flow [2], where he even
proposed a closure for sub-grid scale surface tension, but
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results were criticized as being weakly documented [47],
and having little connection with changes of the interface
topology [32]. In 2000s, many authors used standard LES
implementations together with VOF two-phase advection
scheme. Such approach uses filtered (large-scale, resolved)
velocity field in which advection, traced by VOF or similar
method takes place, and all specific sub-grid terms result-
ing from the presence of the interface are ignored [35]. In
[31], Lakehal performed LES using Germano’s dynamic
procedure of bubbly shear flow and investigated bilateral
dependence between turbulence parameters and bubbly
phase. Klein & Janicka [29] simulated film breakup, and in
2004 a SAE paper of de Villers et al. [12] gave account of a
jet breakup simulated with quasi-realistic conditions (with
Reynolds number equal to 15000), including an investiga-
tion of resolved droplet distributions. Similar simulation
in 2007 by Bianchi et al. [7] included more realistic genera-
tion of inlet conditions, turbulence spectrum analysis, finer
grid and more realistic density ratio, with a little lower
Reynolds numbers. Still, interface-specific sub-grid contri-
butions were not accounted for. Similar in character was
the work of Menard [38], in which authors used CLSVOF
technique to track the interface. It is important to stress
that the authors of [38, 7, 12] all performed simulations
in 3D, that were rather time-consuming (between one [12]
and several [38] months) despite being LES calculations.
Many useful information about ligament formation, cre-
ation of larger droplets and their secondary breakup were
thereby made available, however, care is advised in inter-
pretation of such results as some of small scale structures
“cannot be trusted” [13].
We will now turn to works that directly precede some of
the results presented in this paper. Articles by Labourasse
et al. [30], Vincent et al. [55], Toutant et al. [58] and
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Larocque et al. [33], appearing between 2006 and 2010
were centered around careful examination of all sub-grid
terms that appear in a two or multi-phase flow as a re-
sult of spatial filtering. Work by Trontin et al. [21] fo-
cused on creating a data base for development of two-phase
SGS models by performing DNS of bubbly flow, including
the question of subgrid contribution into the turbulent ki-
netic energy budget. Labourasse et al. [30] presented wide
mathematical background for LES of two-phase flow, and
defined respective tensors, among which τrnn, the tensor
connected with unresolved surface tension force, is mod-
elled by present authors. All four articles were similar in
concept, in that they were a priori evaluations of LES sub-
grid terms basing on DNS simulations. For example, [55]
includes a phase-inversion problem similar to Rayleigh-
Taylor instability, while [58] performs a simulation of a
fluid droplet immersed in quasi-turbulent flow, similar in
principle to Marek & Tyliszczak [37]. In all these cases,
time evolution of all sub-grid tensors is investigated and
magnitude of their components presented and classified in
various ways – so that it constitutes a valuable material
for LES calculations. None of these works proposes any
model yet.
2. Description of the Flow
We consider the one-fluid formulation for the incom-
pressible two-phase flow [4, 30, 59]
∂u
∂t
+∇ · u⊗ u = 1
ρ
(∇ · (−pI+ µD) + σκnδS) + fg, (1)
with continuity equation
∇ · u = 0. (2)
In (1), symbol D is used for rate of strain tensor
D = ∇u+∇Tu,
while standard symbols u, p, µ, κ and n are used respec-
tively for velocity field, pressure, viscosity, interface cur-
vature and interface normals. The fg symbol stands for
external (body) force such as gravity, while δS is the Dirac
delta centered on the interface. The σκnδS is denoted fs,
by some authors [3, 59], and may be perceived as a surface
tension force, which is of singular character, in that it is
centered on the interface. The one-fluid formulation [28] is
derived from formulations separate for every phase, such
as (for k phases)
∂uk
∂t
+∇ · uk ⊗ uk = 1
ρk
∇ · (−pkI+ µkDk)+ fg (3)
and
∇ · uk = 0 (4)
with appropriate jump conditions applied on the interface,
from which the fs term of (1) originates. In short, the jump
conditions for incompressible flow with constant surface
tension coefficient require jump conditions in the following
form:
u
1 = u2 (5)
as the continuity condition over the interface between phases
1 and 2, and
[−p+ 2µn ·D · n]s = σκ (6)
for Navier – Stokes equation. In (6) we use the jump no-
tation [x]s = x
1 − x2.
Paper by Labourasse [30], excellent coverage by Tryg-
gvasson, Scardovelli and Zaleski [59] or one of present au-
thors’ PhD thesis [3] give broad specification of jump con-
ditions and one-fluid formulation for two-phase flow.
If we denote subdomains Ω1,Ω2 ⊂ Ω as occupied by
first and second phase, it needs to be noted that interfacial
surface S may be introduced as a jump surface of one of
the phases’ characteristic function, for example
χ1(x) =
{
1 ⇔ x ∈ Ω1
0 ⇔ x /∈ Ω1 ∨ x ∈ S, (7)
where Ω1 is a subdomain occupied by phase 1. Obviously,
for two-phase flow we have χ2 = 1−χ1. In such a situation,
additional equation has to be formally considered with (1)
and (2), namely transport of the phase indicator function,
that is
Dχ1
Dt
= 0. (8)
3. Numerical Approach
3.1. Large Eddy Simulation - Single-phase Flow
The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) [48, 42] bases con-
ceptually upon spatial filtering. Filtering is here defined as
convolution with a chosen filter kernel. In one dimension
u(x) =
∫
G(x− x′)u(x′, t)dx′ ∧
∞∫
−∞
G(x)dx = 1, (9)
where G is the filter kernel. Multidimensional filtering is
realized by a superposition of filters defined along three
coordinate axes.
The G(x) is either only locally nonzero in physical
space of x ∈ R or defined in the spectral space to filter
out large wave numbers, i.e. its Fourier transform is zero
almost everywhere.
When single-phase flow is considered, the filtered Na-
vier – Stokes equations become:
2
∂u
∂t
+∇ · u⊗ u︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
=
1
ρ
∇ · (−p+ µD)+ fg (10)
with continuity equation for filtered velocity:
∇ · u = 0. (11)
From the definition (9), and examples of filters given be-
low, it is clear that filtering is a linear operation; addition-
ally, in (10) commutation of filtering and differentiation is
assumed. In LES, by principle, only filtered variables are
known, so u field is unknown. Because of this, term I in
(10) cannot be directly calculated and has to be closed,
that is, expressed using only u. A symbol τluu is intro-
duced in [30] for this term, which is called sub-grid stress
tensor. It has the following form:
τluu = (u⊗ u− u⊗ u) , (12)
which, substituted in (10) yields
∂u
∂t
+∇ · (u⊗ u+ τluu) = 1
ρ
∇ · (−p+ µD)+ fg (13)
As it involves unknown non-filtered velocity field, number
of closures exist for τluu.
3.2. Two-phase Flow
In two-phase flow, as we remember by comparing re-
spective forms of N-S equations (10) and (1), at least one
new term appears due to the presence of the surface ten-
sion force, that resulted from jump conditions being ap-
plied on the interface. The term is
fs = σκnδS (14)
and it undergoes filtering similarly to one-phase specific
terms. Alternatively, as mentioned by Labourasse et al.
[30], it is possible to perform the filtering on the left hand
side of jump conditions (6). In fact, [30] proposes consid-
ering (6) even in its more general form; thus, instead of
considering fs we would be considering the term
∑
k
(ρkuk ⊗ (us − uk)− pkI+Tk) · nkδS ,
where us is the velocity of the interface. This strategy
leads to severe complications, that is the need for closure
not only for classical sub-grid term τluu but also amounts
to formulating an approximate jump condition through the
interface, therefore it is avoided [30, 55, 58]. In this article,
we thus adhere to the simpler approach, that is the filtering
of (14), as described below.
When considering surface-specific sub-grid (filtered) terms,
Labourasse [30] notes also that in general, filtering might
not commute with surface differentiation1, that is the use
1Although no numerical investigations pertaining to this issue
exist at the moment.
of operator ∇s. This is a remark similar in nature to afore-
mentioned issue of commutation between filtering and ∇.
In our work, we do not introduce any corrections connected
to this possible lack of commutability, since ∇ ·n = ∇s ·n
provided that n extends off the interface [59]. Hence, we
will not introduce any new differentiation operators (in
[30], new operator ∇̂s is introduced in this context).
When jump-conditions are introduced, phase-indicator
functions χk, (7) are defined. These functions are filtered
as well, as they are represented in any two-phase flow com-
putation for example by levelset functions φ(x). They un-
dergo advection under u velocity field described by equa-
tion
Dχk
Dt
= 0, (15)
which is non-linear and due to filtering requires a closure.
In contemporary literature this closure is ignored [58, 55].
In the present work, while still not presenting any closure
for this term (which we decided to call “Sub-Grid Mass
Transfer/Transport”, SMT), we give short remarks con-
cerning it below.
Formal filtering of fs should take the form
fs =
∫
Ω
G(x,∆)fs(x)dx
= σ
∫
Ω
G(x,∆) [(∇s · n(x))n(x)δS ] dx (16)
= (∇s · n)nδS , (17)
which is not computable, since n is unknown in LES in
favor of n. Thus, analogically to definition of τluu, the
τrnn tensor is defined by
τrnn = σ
(
n∇s · nδS − n∇s · n
)
. (18)
Constant surface tension σ is assumed. The τrnn is
clearly a vector force, and will be nonzero only on the
interface S. Introduction of τrnn into (13) results in
∂u
∂t
+∇ · (u⊗ u+ τluu) =
1
ρ
∇ · (−p+ µD+ σn∇s · n+ τrnn)+ fg, (19)
which serves as a LES-specific form of Navier – Stokes
equations applied for all calculations presented in this ar-
ticle.
To summarize, we may say that two-phase LES is char-
acterized by emergence of number of tensors resulting from
nonlinearity of filtered variables. First is the τluu sub-grid
stress tensor. Second is the term connected with phase-
indicator transfer (SMT), and is created by filtering of the
phase-indicator advection equation. Finally, the sub-grid
curvature tensor τrnn which has been formulated above.
3
4. Solving Navier – Stokes Equations
Applied Navier – Stokes solver was SAILOR-LES [61,
60, 49] , a projection-based high order code, utilizing a
pseudo-spectral and 4th order compact discretisations for
spatial, and low-storage Runge-Kutta schemes for tempo-
ral discretisation. LES approach has been applied using
Smagorinsky sub-grid model for the τluu tensor in the oil-
water mixing case described below2. To advance the inter-
face, the CLSVOF method has been applied, as described
e.g. by Sussman [53] or Menard [38]. Ghost-Fluid (GFM)
technique [22] is used to couple the CLSVOF two-phase
module with the solver. To facilitate calculations of two-
phase flows, the SAILOR-LES solver includes the Multi-
grid [9] and the BiConjugate Gradients [23] techniques to
solve the Poisson equation.
5. Advancing the Interface
The CLSVOF [53, 56, 57] method is based upon si-
multaneous advection of the interface using VOF and LS
methods, which allows for corrections of the Level-Set dis-
tance function using VOF distribution. It allows for sub-
stantial improvement in traced mass’ conservation over
’pure’ LS methods [38], also its accuracy concerning sur-
face tension calculation it is comparable with modern VOF
approaches [43] and has been applied to cases such as bub-
ble growth [51, 56] or jet atomisation [38].
In this section, the description of VOF and LS meth-
ods is shortened to a minimum, while CLSVOF is de-
scribed in a detailed way; this is because our implementa-
tions of VOF and LS methods are standard, while certain
differences may be found between our implementation of
CLSVOF and published works [53, 51].
5.1. Level Set Method
The method is based upon the Level-Set function φ,
which is equal in every point x to the minimum distance
d between x and the interface S, so φ : = d(x, S). The
function φ is therefore a distance function. The function
is advected using the fact that its material derivative must
vanish:
Dφ
Dt
=
∂φ(x, t)
∂t
+ u(x, t)∇ · φ(x, t) = 0. (20)
It is assumed, that the traced interface is the zero-level of
the φ function. Note that it means that we have an im-
plicit interface representation, as the actual localization of
zero-level set is not necessary to solve the advection equa-
tion. In Level-Set methods [34, 18, 17, 52], this equation
2 The choice of this sub-grid model (the simplest of many imple-
mented within the code) is motivated by the fact that the sub-grid
stress tensor τluu was not the subject of our main interests in this
paper, nor was it measured for comparison. Instead, the modelled
τrnn tensor has been compared with resolved inertial terms, as will
be discussed below.
can be solved directly, provided that accurate discretisa-
tion is used (ENO and WENO [39] schemes have been pro-
posed in this context and WENO has been implemented in
our code). During the advection, due to numerical errors,
φ will in general lose its distance property. Therefore it
must be reinitialized, which requires solving the redistanc-
ing equation
∂φ
∂t′
+ sgn(φ0)(|∇φ| − 1) = 0, (21)
every few timesteps. In (21), t′ is an internal re-initialization
pseudo-timescale, and φ0 is the function distribution be-
fore the reinitialisation.
Both advection and reinitialisation are known to cause
changes in interface shape. Especially reinitialisation is
known to cause smoothing of the φ distribution, which
in computational practice may cause significant mass loss,
especially when following small droplets or thin films [18].
In our implementation, the curvature is calculated di-
rectly from the level set by means of second order central
differencing.
5.2. The Volume of Fluid Method
The Volume of Fluid (VOF) method is one of the best
established methods for two-phase flows [26, 46, 59]. The
method is built upon a conception of a control volume
(grid cell) containing the traced fluid, with the quantity of
fluid being expressed as an integral of traced fluid’s char-
acteristic function
Ci,j =
1
h2
∫
V
χ(x, y)dxdy, (x, y) ∈ (i, j), (22)
and called the fraction function. In here, we consider a
two-dimensional example. This fraction function is dis-
continuous, and therefore direct solving of its advection
equation is not feasible, as it leads to diffusion of the in-
terface shape.
The discretized form of the advection equation for frac-
tion function reads
h2
∂Cij(t)
∂t
+
∫
Γ
u · nχ(x, t)dΓ = 0. (23)
If we denote as Fi+1/2,j the amount of χ leaving the cell
during ∆t time step through the right wall3 we can dis-
cretize (23) in time arriving at
Cn+1i,j = C
n
i,j +
∆t
∆x
(
Fni−1/2,j − Fni+1/2,j
)
+
∆t
∆y
(
Gni,j−1/2 −Gni,j+1/2
)
, (24)
3 Analogically Fi−1/2 is left wall flux, while Gi,j−1/2 and
Gi,j+1/2 are respectively bottom and upper wall fluxes in y.
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where ∆x = ∆y = h and h is the grid spacing in uni-
form discretization. The fluxes formula above is derived
from (23) by using also continuity equation (2). Obvi-
ously, when (24) is rewritten for 3D simulation, an addi-
tional term appears for the front and back wall fluxes. In
modern implementation of VOF method, the F quantities
(fluxes) are found geometrically, by the so-called interface
reconstruction [46, 64, 41]. This reconstruction is demand-
ing for the programmer, especially in 3D, however it has
become a contemporary standard, since it guarantees per-
fect mass conservation. In our code, full implementation
of VOF including PLIC (Piecewise Linear Interface Calcu-
lation) reconstruction of the interface has been performed.
The outgoing flux Fi,j,k is an intersection of volume
ui+1/2,j,k∆t∆y∆z containing right-hand side wall of cell
4,
and geometrically represented volume Cijk confined under
the interface {ni,j,k, αi,j,k}. In actual implementation, cal-
culation of the flux volume (or area, in two-dimensional
case) requires considering all possible interface positions
and matching appropriate formulae for volume/area. How-
ever, this is considerably simplified when one notices that
in every case, the area confined between the interface
{ni,j,k, αi,j,k}
and the origin of the local coordinate set is always an in-
tersection of a properly defined tetrahedron and the cell
cube [59]. The procedures utilizing this observation have
been described by Scardovelli & Zaleski [44] for rectangular
grids. Note that for a given interface position {ni,j,k, αi,j,k},
one is now able to establish a 1: 1 functional dependence
with the traced phase volume contained within the cell.
So, when we fix the normal vector, we get
V = V (α) (25)
functional dependence, whose properties are discussed in
[44, 59, 3] (this function can be reversed, to form α =
α(V ) = α(Cijk), which is essential for interface reconstruc-
tion in modern PLIC approach). Also, we emphasize that
finding flux volumes for equation (24) is realized by using
(25) with transformations of local coordinates within the
cell.
As it will be mentioned below, (25) is employed within
our CLSVOF implementation.
5.3. Implementation of the CLSVOF algorithm
CLSVOF algorithm is relatively complicated, and is
usually [53] explained using numbered lists of algorithm
steps. In here, we describe our implementation in a de-
tailed way, together with a diagram of the basic method
steps. In our approach, interaction between VOF and
LS interface representations starts with generating an ini-
tial LS distribution, we then proceed along the stages de-
scribed below.
4Provided that ui+1/2,j,k is positive, see [3, 59, 44] for details.
5.3.1. Comparing Level Set and VoF Interfaces
As it is evidenced by diagram in Fig. 1 which should be
read starting from upper left corner, the algorithm starts
with φn being a level set from previous time step (obvi-
ously, n = 0 at the code initialization). Then, as in ’pure’
LS method, φn is advected with timestep dt, thus procur-
ing a φn+1temp distribution (IIa on Fig. 1). This is nothing
else than φn+1 one would obtain in pure LS method, yet
in CLSVOF it is subject to further operations, hence the
subscript. In order to enable juxtaposition of φn+1temp with
the effect of VOF advection, we first need to generate a
(volume) fraction function Cn from initial level set φn.
This is done (step I) using a dedicated function.
Let us define a function
Ψ: Rγ 7→ Rγ , (26)
(where γ stands for the dimension5) such that
Ψ(φij) = Cij . (27)
Thus, Ψ will be a function we need to make the comparison
possible, as it has the following properties6:
• φ < −
√
2
2 ⇒ (Ψ(φ) = C = 0).
• φ >
√
2
2 ⇒ (Ψ(φ) = C = 1).
• |φ| <
√
2
2 ⇒ (0 < Ψ(φ) = C < 1).
In the first case, considered computational cell is empty,
in the second it is full, and in the third case it is a cell cut
by the interface. To actually define Ψ function we must
specify how C is computed in nontrivial cells.
If we can approximate implicit Level-Set interface with
a straight line, and represent the line with mxx+myy = α
equation, we get the dependence
α =
φ
mφx +m
φ
y
+
1
2
(28)
where mφ(·) denotes components of vector normal to the
zero-isoline of the Level Set function. As mentioned above,
these normals, given φ distribution, can be easily found e.g.
using Youngs’ scheme. This way, using (28) in nontrivial
cell, one can find values of α in a nontrivial cell. 7
We are now able to find α and nφ for LS interface.
We can now use the flux-calculating procedure (depen-
dence (25)), with uδt = 1 to find the quantity of traced
mass delimited by the interface. This will yield the total
5Two dimensional γ = 2. situation is chosen for simplicity of
description.
6For current examples, we will assume that level set function φ
takes negative values φ < 0 outside the traced phase, and is positive
(φ > 0) inside; this choice is purely arbitrary. Besides, cell indexes
are dropped.
7The division by level set normals is motivated by condition mx+
m+y = 1 held for positivemx andmy , under which α can be mapped
onto [0, 1].
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Figure 1: Diagram of a CLSVoF algorithm.
area/volume under the interface, and Ψ will be defined.
So to reiterate, Ψ is a combined function, which written
with all arguments list would have the form:
Ψ(φ) = Flux(Ψ((nφ(φ), α(nφ(φ))),u, δt)) (29)
using uδt = 1 and with Flux being a VOF-specific function
(25) used to calculate the fluxes ( in (24)) of C, through
the walls. This approach seems simpler than least-square
minimization approach of [38].
Being equipped with Ψ function, we can generate Cn
from φn and by this finish step I (refer to Fig. 1). Step
II.a is an aforementioned advection of φ. Now II.b is a
VOF advection carried out in a classical manner, just as it
would be done in normal VOF-PLIC implementation. In
effect, we get Cn+1, an advected VOF interface.
The point of CLSVOF – at least in its original formu-
lation – is to compare LS and VOF distributions to enable
correction. However φ and C are only comparable through
Ψ(φ) = C, hence we need Ψ−1. This is step III, using
φC = Ψ−1|Γ(Cn+1) (30)
to generate a level set function directly comparable with
φn+1temp. The |Γ designates restriction to the interface. The
restricted reverse of Ψ is in fact designed much like the
original function, due to the bijection between φ and α(C,n)
that exists on Γ. Therefore Ψ−1 : Γ→ [−d, d] and
φC = Ψ−1|Γ(Cn+1) = α(Cn+1,n(Cn+1))− 1
2
, (31)
and d is the diagonal of a computational cell.
Construction of Ψ−1 on a broader domain is highly
nontrivial (although valuable attempts exist i.e by Cum-
mins et al.[10]). Above function allows to calculate φC : =
φ(Cn+1) in interface cells, and for such cells, we will have
now clear view of possible differences φC − φ.
The next stage is step IV, i.e. the correction of the
level set.
5.3.2. Correction of the Level Set
To correct the values of Level Set, one needs correc-
tion criteria, allowing to choose (mark) cells that require
correction. We now have computed φC , φn+1temp and C
n+1.
Also, at this point, which on Fig. 1 is marked IV, we gen-
erate Cφ = Ψ
(
φn+1temp
)
. In our current implementation, the
values of φ are corrected under the following conditions:
1. |φ| < d/2 = h√2/2
2. 0 + ǫ < Cn+1 < 1− ǫ
3. φn+1temp 6= φC , or Cφ 6= Cn+1
with Cφ described above. First requirement ensures, that
φ changes sign inside the cell - as d/2 = h
√
2
2 is the max-
imal distance from (square) cell of size h to its corner. In
other words, ensures that interface is passing through the
cell. In general, for cell of size ∆x×∆y×∆z, we need half
of the cuboid’s diagonal d2 =
√
∆x2 +∆y2 +∆z2.
Second criterion, with ǫ being a small number, is a
simple requirement of VoF fraction function non-triviality.
This way, even if the limit in criterion 1 is too strong, we
can evade treating trivial (full/empty) cells that probably
don’t need correction. If 1−Cn+1 < ǫ (such cell is consid-
ered full) and at the same time φ indicates empty cell, the
correction will not take place. This situation is however
considered unlikely as it assumes that a very large dis-
crepancy between VOF and LS interfaces can be created
during one timestep.
Third criterion is based on our previous discussion,
that values of C originating in VoF advection are more
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reliable that Cφ. Actually, we can allow these two values
to be reasonably close, and correct Level Set only if the
difference is bigger than a set value. Authors of [53] advice
using |Cφ − C| < 0.001 as a criterion. Also, some of the
criteria may not be used at all (or loosened), increasing
the number of corrected cells, though it’s not profitable
to correct in every interface cells because it degrades the
quality of curvature calculated from level set.
As we have found in our experiments, setting the right
criteria is a matter of certain delicacy - ideally only cells
in under-resolved areas should be corrected. Setting too
broad criteria will cause φ values to change everywhere on
the interface, while very strict levels may cause no correc-
tion at all.
After deciding that a certain cell will be corrected (Fig.1,
step IV), we mark it and then simply change its φ value to
φc. This finishes most of the procedure; the only remain-
ing step is the reinitialisation/redistancing of φ (step V).
The important part of CLSVoF algorithm is the omission
of marked cells (the ones that underwent correction), so
that their φ values will not be changed during the reinit.
It is important to note, that in our implementation of
the CLSVoF algorithm, the C function is not conserved
throughout the simulation, but rather recreated from φ
at the beginning of each timestep. This way, the traced
mass may still be lost in reinitialisation of φ, we adress
this problem by modifying the redistancing procedure[53,
38], however the mass consvation is still inferior to “pure”
VOF method. The advantage of CLSVOF is however the
possibility to utilize the Ghost Fluid technique.
6. Approximate Deconvolution
The Approximate Deconvolution Model (ADM) was
developed by Stolz et al. [50] and applied to incompress-
ible wall-bounded flow. The idea of ADM is to recreate the
filtered sub-grid scales of the flow. If the filtering opera-
tion is denoted by convolution kernel G, we could denote
(for a compact support filter):
u(x) = G ⋆ u =
1
∆
x+∆/2∫
x−∆/2
G(
x− x′
∆
, x)u(x′)dx′, (32)
where ∆ is the filter width. In shortened notation using
new variable z = x−x
′
∆ we get
u(x) =
x+∆/2∫
x−∆/2
G(z, x)u(x− z)dz. (33)
The three-dimensional form is obtained by filtering inde-
pendently along three coordinate axes, i.e. as a convo-
lution of three filters Gx, Gy and Gz defined analogously
to (32). Furthermore, commutation is assumed between
filtering and derivation operations.
The idea of ADM is to calculate τluu by a simple model
- directly , using u∗i , an approximation of unfiltered quan-
tity ui. It is therefore a deconvolution class closure, similar
to Domaradzki’s approach [14]. The deconvolution tech-
nique originated in computer graphics, where it was using
for ’sharpening’ images. One may think of reconstructed
function f as being a “sharpened” f.
Using u∗i the modeled tensor reads simply:
τluu =
∂u∗ju
∗
i
∂xi
− ∂ui uj
∂xj
. (34)
Using the above formulas, ADM proceeds to replace ui
with u∗i in nonlinear terms. It has to be noted that to
ensure proper energy drain from resolved scales, original
ADM proposed by Stolz et al. [50] uses also the relaxation
term
− χ(I −G−1 ⋆ G) ⋆ ui (35)
added to the right-hand side of (19), with χu being relax-
ation parameter and G−1 denotes the inverse of filter G.
Since, as will be explained below, G−1 is approximated,
this term generally is nonzero. Calculation of (35) has
been therefore implemented in the code used for present
study.
The approximate inverse of G is based upon analogy
between functionals over L2 space and real functions over
R, namely the analog of Taylor expansion. Existence of
such a converse of Taylor Theorem has been investigated
for example by Dayal & Jain [11].
Approximate inverse G−1N (of Nth order) of G is, as-
suming its existence, expressed by
G−1N =
N∑
l=1
(I −G)l, (36)
provided that ||I−G|| < 1, i.e. the series is convergent. In
practical application, the expression for G−1 is truncated.
Adams suggests that setting N = 5 gives acceptable re-
sults. For example, expanded expression for N = 4 would
be
G−14 = 4− 10G+ 10G2 − 5G3 +G4, (37)
so that
u∗ = G−14 ⋆u = 4u−10G⋆u+10G2⋆u−5G3⋆u+G4⋆u, (38)
where G2 ⋆ u = G ⋆ (G ⋆ u).
Choice of a particular filter for ADM could, as sug-
gested by Geurts [24], be linked to the fact that spatial
discretisation leads to behaviour reminiscent of filtering.
It means, that any spatial discretisation induces filtering
of all quantities (derivatives) calculated by with it. In that
manner Geurts shows an example of first order finite dif-
ference scheme inducing a top hat filter of width equal to
grid spacing. If that were so while one uses grid-based
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LES, it would be desirable that filters used for ADM mim-
icked the filter-inducing behaviour of spatial discretisation.
Intuitively, it would mean that ADM reverses the filter-
ing induced by discretisation. However, filter construction
technique proposed in [24] applies only to explicit discreti-
sations, such as finite differences, while SAILOR-LES uses
a Páde and pseudo-spectral schemes, with an option to
mix the two. We therefore are yet unable to propose an-
alytic formula for discretisation-induced filter G relevant
to our simulation, instead we use the explicit fourth order
filter that applies a five point stencil, proposed by Stolz et
al. [50, 27]
f(x) = f(x)− (f(x+ 2h)− 4f(x+ h) + 6f(x)
−4f(x− h) + f(x− 2h))/16 (39)
7. Calculation of τrnn Tensor
The capillary tensor, resulting from unresolved inter-
face shape is expressed with (18). The δS is computed
using condition on the level set, such as
δS(x) = 1⇔ |φ(x)| < min(∆x,∆y,∆z). (40)
The ∇ · n term in (18) is curvature of the interface calcu-
lated from the level set.
As with τluu, modelling of τrnn tensor is required since
n is unknown in a Large Eddy Simulation. Thanks to the
ADM algorithm, it is however possible to produce quan-
tity that we define as n∗, a vector field of reconstructed
normals. This can be achieved in (at least) two different
approaches tested during the preparation of this article,
which we will now describe:
(A) Direct (’explicit’) deconvolution of n∗, i.e. n∗ =
G−1(n) where G−1 is the deconvolution operator.
(B) Indirect (’implicit’) deconvolution, based upon as-
sumption that for a given velocity field ui(xi, t), the
n field can be represented as dependent from the ve-
locity field
n = f(ui(xi, t)), (41)
and f is an injective function8 . In other words there
is at least injective dependence between velocity field
and the interface shape9, which seems justified, since
the only way for the interface to change its shape is
to undergo advection10. This way n∗ calculation is
realized by finding u∗.
8That is, if a, b ∈ X then a 6= b ⇒ f(a) 6= f(b).
9Expecting f to be a bijection would be, intuitively, logical with
zero boundary conditions and no heat exchange, i.e. in case of flow
driven by surface tension and density jump.
10It is, however, implied, that n∗ = n whenever there is no flow,
e.g. in case of stationary spherical droplet.
Since in (B) approach u∗ is the approximately decon-
voluted u, we could follow original approach of Stolz et al.
[50] and include u∗ in simulation effectively discarding any
sub-grid models used in SAILOR. In this work, however,
u
∗ is used only for interface advection.
The (B) approach was chosen and applied for most of
calculations. The rationale for this is that the deconvolu-
tion of the velocity field seems less prone to errors resulting
from oscillations caused by high-order filters when process-
ing variables with jumps, such as would inevitably appear
in case of normal vectors, which are defined only on the in-
terface. This could subsequently cause errors in resulting
τrnn values.
The (B) variant is implemented as follows. Advection
of the interface is carried out twice, once using velocity
field u, yielding n and once again with u∗ resulting in n∗.
Resulting quantities are stored in separate tables and used
later to calculate τrnn using its definition (18).
In the CLSVOF method, there exists a possibility to
obtain at any moment both normal vectors calculated from
C and from φ function. Therefore, similar to CSF ap-
proach of Brackbill et al. [8], VOF could be used to obtain
∇ · n in (18). In our calculations however, the curvature
calculation in the Ghost-Fluid procedure utilises n(φ), as
the LS method guarantees smooth representation of the
interface [22]. Therefore, for consistency, we are also using
level set-derived normals to calculate τrnn in (18).
Simple diagram of the τrnn reconstruction procedure
can be seen in Fig. 2. Our computational practice shows
that using high-order solver with Conjugate Gradients and
Multigrid techniques such as SAILOR, the computational
cost of running CLSVOF twice is still merely a fraction of
CPU time needed for Poisson equation.
Figure 2: Diagram of the τrnn calculation algorithm, (B) approach.
Remark Concerning the “Sub-Grid Mass Transfer”
Toutant [58] and Vincent [55] describe, besides τrnn
tensor mentioned here, another term – which is entirely
of numerical origin – and emerges when VoF-specific C
function transport equation is subject to filtering, namely
∂C
∂t
+ u · ∇C = 0, (42)
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contains nonlinear convective term, to which attributed is
the term
σ1 = u · ∇C − u · ∇C (43)
which we denoted σ1 following [55] and refer to it as a sub-
grid mass transfer (SMT) term, since it involves unfiltered
(sub-grid) distribution C. Obviously, usage of levelset φ
function instead of C does not change anything in this
context.
In present authors’ opinion, a similar deconvolution-
based approach could be feasible for SMT term, however
in the present work, modelling of σ1 has not yet been per-
formed. We agree that it should be subject to future study,
as [55] proves that the term has high values in computa-
tional case of phase-inversion problem (Section 8.2), rela-
tively to resolved convective term in (42).
8. Numerical Experiments
8.1. Advection Scheme Testing
Some results of three dimensional CLSVOF coupling
performance (without ADM model for τrnn) are presented
here. To begin, let us consider a velocity field u = (u, v, w)
defined by:
u(x, y, z, t) = 2 sin2 πx sin πy sinπz cosπt
v(x, y, z, t) = − sinπx sin2 πy sinπz cosπt
w(x, y, z, t) = − sinπx sinπy sin2 πz cosπt. (44)
This field [38] presents eight artificial vortices in do-
main octants. Let x, y, z ∈ [0, 1], and t ∈ (0, 1), actual role
of cosπt coefficient is to change sign when t = 12 . Spheri-
cal droplet of radius r = 15 is placed inside the domain at
point (13 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 ). Under such conditions, passive advection
of the droplet using (44) is performed. This test is widely
presented in subject literature [38, 18, 6], and its purpose
is to introduce substantial droplet deformation, by which
method’s ability to trace thin films, topology changes and
its mass conservation capabilities are assessed. If t is al-
lowed to change in aforementioned manner, velocity field
will reverse and the droplet will go back to it initial po-
sition. However, due to numerical errors, every method
introduced some form of an error. Comparison of initial
and final droplet shape is therefore – once again – a pos-
sibility to qualitatively and quantitatively check method
errors.
Let us also notice that for (44), divergence of u is
analytically nonzero, causing the assumption of u being
solenoidal is unfulfilled in derivation of VoF (equation (24)).
This in turn may introduce C values outside the interval
[0, 1]. Combined with “clamping” procedure – in which val-
ues of C are restricted to [0, 1], – which is commonly used
in split-advection VOF implementations, this may lead to
loss of traced mass. In practice, approximately 5% of mass
has been observed to be lost for advections carried to the
stage depicted in Fig. 3 on coarse 323 grid, with smaller
Table 1: The L1 error for 3D CLSVOF passive advection using ve-
locity field (44).
N L1 error rate order
16 0.03371 – –
32 0.0197 1.71 0.855
64 0.00838 2.35 1.175
128 0.00326 2.56 1.28
values on finer grids. In general, to prevent this, the cor-
rection for the divergence is addded to (23), e.g. in [63].
When t is disregarded, field (44) is strictly steady [5].
Therefore, it has static streamlines, that is solutions of
dx
u(x)
=
dy
v(x)
=
dz
w(x)
. (45)
Figure 3(a) presents the shapes of distorted droplet,
after it has been advected under (44) and in (b) the re-
sult of similar simulation using a pure Levelset method.
Droplet shape is presented for t = pi2 , that is exactly at
the moment when droplet is most deformed. A thin film
of fluid is traced by CLSVOF11, in contrast to LS, where
respective part of mass has been lost. In addition, Figure 4
presents the final shapes of the droplets obtained at t = π
for the very coarse (323) and medium-sized (643) grids,
enabling the qualitative comparison of results (in Fig. 4,
left-hand-side pictures correspond to the results presented
in second and third line of Table 1).
Figure 3: Comparison of method performance: CLSVOF advection
(a) and LS advection (b) of a circular droplet under velocity field
(44).
For t = π, the droplet should have returned to its orig-
inal shape.
To further investigate the performance of the CLSVOF
method in passive advection test, we perform the follow-
ing test using velocity field (44). The droplet was advected
from, and returned to its starting position, since the term
cosπt in (44) changes sign as t > 0.5. Initial and final
droplet shapes differ, depending on the performance of the
advection method applied. The difference may be quan-
tified using L1 error. To present exact error formulation,
11Analysis of layer thickness is widely covered in [38].
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Figure 4: Final shape of the droplet, for CLSVOF and LS methods.
Wireframe delineates original (t = 0) shape, while green isosurface
depicts final shape (t = pi)
let us introduce following symbols: N as a number of grid
nodes in uniform grid (with N3 nodes), (i, j, k) as index of
grid cell, with all three indices ranging from 1 to N. Then
L1 =
1
N3
 N∑
i,j,l=1
|C0ijk − Cfijk |
 , (46)
with C0 standing for the initial, and Cf the final distribu-
tions of the VOF fraction function C. Normalizing by N3
is a simple technique to assure that errors are compara-
ble. Results of this numerical test are presented in Table
1. The “rate” column is an estimation of error decrease
between consecutive table rows [41], so that for example
L1|N=32
L1|N=64 =
0.0197
0.00838
≈ 2.3
is visible in third row. From this estimation, we can see
that the method (that is, the advection scheme) is approx-
imately first order in accuracy, O(N).
For the results presented in this subsection, Parker &
Youngs’ [40] method is used for calculation of the normal n
to the interface. Therefore, first-order accuracy is expected
for VOF method and fully consistent with the results of
Pillod and Puckett [41].
When plotted against the dimensionless time, the L1
error (Fig. 5a) shows that for N = 16 the curve does
not return to zero value. This is caused by the fact that
with this drastically coarse grid resolution, most of the
mass have been lost by the time the droplet returns to its
original position12. Two peaks on Fig. 5a are caused by
geometry of field (44), that is: the droplet leaves its initial
location (first peak - high error), then it undergoes severe
deformation, causing parts of it to coincide with its original
location (error drops), which takes place for t = 0.5. After
this, the process returns to its original state (second peak,
and return of error to zero value).
The issue of mass conservation in this case can be stud-
ied by inspecting Fig. 5b, in which mass conservation is
plotted, as the percentage of droplet’s initial mass. Calcu-
lation of plotted value is made possible by calculating
M(n) =
N∑
i,j,l=1
Cnijk , (47)
where n stands for the n-th step of temporal discretisa-
tion. Value plotted in Fig. 5b is therefore M(t)/M(0).
It is visible that while N = 643 grid results in reasonable
mass conservation (90% of initial mass), on the finest grids
overshoots are created. Such a mass loss would seem un-
likely in pure VOF method (where the sum (47) is constant
by definition), but in CLSVOF it can be attributed to the
process of re-creation of VOF distribution after every ad-
vection step.
While values for mass conservation over 90% may be
perceived low compared to machine-precision VOF conser-
vation, it exceeds values obtained by using LS method [39].
Moreover, results presented by other authors [38, 36, 18,
63] show that velocity field (44) is very demanding – when
the ability of a given method to conserve mass is consid-
ered – grids used by these authors are relatively fine, up
to the level of N = 200.
An additional, similar test has been performed using a
simpler velocity field, namely
u(t) = v(t) = w(t) = cos(πt), (48)
which was spatially constant. The droplet was placed in
point (0.3, 0.3, 0.3) of an [0, 1]3 domain. Passive advec-
tion in (48) is equivalent to movement of the droplet to
the opposite corner of the domain, and then back to the
original location. This simple example is an excellent test
for VOF-based advection schemes, similarly to many tests
basing on advecting droplets along axes, advection over
periodic walls for many periods and similar cases [1].
Analogically to the previous tests, advection on four
similar grids have been performed – however, quantitive
visualizations of these will be omitted, since the difference
between initial and final droplet positions are very small.
Instead, we present error analysis in Table 2. From the
table, it is visible that in this case a slightly higher error
decrease rate is observed, nearing second order between
grids 323, however does not hold between grids 643 and
12The CFL condition is utilized to calculate timestep for each grid
size. Hence, different timestep dt is obtained and the number of
numerical timesteps is not identical.
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Figure 5: Temporal evolution of (a) errors, (b) normalized dimensionless mass for velocity field (44).
Table 2: The L1 error for 3D CLSVOF passive advection using ve-
locity field (48).
N L1 error rate order
16 4.625 · 10−3 – –
32 1.442 · 10−3 3.207 1.6
64 3.729 · 10−4 3.866 1.93
128 2.511 · 10−4 1.485 0.724
1283. This behaviour is comparable to observed by Suss-
man et al.[53], who describe CLSVOF algorithm that ex-
hibits interchangeably first- and second-order accuracy in
parts of temporal evolution of simulation.
Unlike (44), field (48) has divergence zero, hence much
lower mass loss is expected. Indeed, as can be observed in
Fig. 6 mass conservation for 643 grid reaches 99%, while
even for the coarsest 163 grid over 80% of mass is con-
served unlike in the previous test, when this very coarse
grid performed on the 20% level. Result for the 1283 grid
is not pictured, since the value is constant and equal to
100%.
8.1.1. The Calculation of Curvature
As was said, the curvature κ is calculated directly from
the level-set φ function by using a second order differences
scheme. A geometrical analysis of the curvature calcu-
lation scheme was performed in two parts: a static test
and ”parasitic currents” analysis. For a static test, the
curvature of a spherical φ distribution defined by setting
φ =
√
x2 + y2 + z2−0.1 was found using our scheme, with
the error defined from the knowledge of analytical curva-
ture
κ =
1√
x2 + y2 + z2
. (49)
Figure 6: Dimensionless mass temporal evolution for velocity field
(48), normalized by the initial value.
Such φ distribution corresponds to a sphere of radius 0.1
however, it is obviously possible to calculate κ (as well as
calculate φ normal vectors) regardless of the position of the
zero level-set. The sphere was placed in the centre of box
domain of dimensionless size L = 1, using varying number
of grid cells in each direction. Curvature measurement was
performed at three radii chosen from [0, 0.3L] interval. The
results, together with an order estimation, are presented
in Table 3.
The investigation of ”parasitic currents”, which are the
numerically induced non-zero velocities that arise due to
errors of curvature calculation schemes [43] was performed
in a following manner. A fully coupled SAILOR-CLSVOF
code was used, with 3D domain of nondimensional size
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Table 3: Error calculation for static curvature test with order esti-
mation.
N 0.05L 0.15L 0.3L order
20 3.4× 100 0.2× 100 2.3× 10−2 –
40 1.1× 100 4.6× 10−2 5.8× 10−3 1.6
80 0.3× 100 1.2× 10−2 1.5× 10−3 1.9
160 7.8× 10−2 2.9× 10−3 3.6× 10−4 1.95
L = 5.0, using 643 uniform grid. A spherical droplet of
radius 1 was placed in the center of domain, defined by the
initial φ distribution analogous to a 2D example presented
above for curvature calculation. There was no jump in
density (ρ1 = ρ2 = 1.) nor viscosity (µ1 = µ2 = 0.005).
Surface tension coefficient has been set to σ = 0.375, and
gravity is zero. Under such conditions, we have accepted
max(|u|) measured in domain as an estimation of parasitic
currents phenomenon. The maximum was found in whole
domain at given moment of dimensionless time t.
Figure 7: Vector cutplane of the parasitic current distribution for
t = 0.211 · 102.
Symmetrical distribution of the parasitic currents ob-
tained for the CLSVOF code at t = 0.211 ·102 can be seen
in Figure 7. As can be observed, most of the visible vectors
are of order 10−4, while the domain-averaged |u| value was
of order 10−7. This is comparable with published results
[38] and [20]13, also relates well to data available in [59].
Temporal evolution of the max(|u|) can be observed
in Fig. 8a, prepared on a 643 grid. As can be seen in
this Figure, oscillations occure which are dumped in the
presence of viscosity. Average value of max(|u|) is of or-
der 10−3 with a decreasing tendency as t progresses. The
13Where similar Ohnesorge number was analised, but 2D advection
was considered.
Figure 8: Temporal evolution of spurious velocity maximum for the
stationary droplet test case using 644 grid.
plot was prepared using aproximately 5 ∗ 103 iterations of
the solver, with each value for max(|u|) searched in en-
tire domain and saved every 10 iterations. This maximum
values are consistent with data presented in Figure 7. Ad-
ditionally, Figure 8b presents a detailed view of temporal
max(|u|) evolution for t ∈ [0, 10], for both 643 and 963
grids. A substantial decrease by approximately 60% in
median value of max(|u|) is seen as the grid changes from
643 to 963.
8.2. The Phase Mixing
Much attention was devoted by the present authors to
the computational case of phase mixing (“oil” and “wa-
ter”), under the mechanism of Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
A similar 3D DNS simulation has been performed by au-
thors of [55] (and previously, a 2D case had been described
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in [30]). A parametric study for the same case has been
published by Toutant [58]. These articles presented a pri-
ori DNS studies14 of magnitude, temporal evolution and
parametric dependence of sub-grid tensors for LES, among
which τrnn tensor which is the subject of our modelling
efforts in this article. It is therefore essential to compare
the results obtained by use of ADM-based τrnn model with
mentioned works.
Basic description of the computational case is the fol-
lowing. In a cubical box of side length L = 1 m , two
phases are initially positioned in such way, that a lighter
phase (oil), with ρo = 900 kg.m
−3 occupies a cubic sub-
set placed in octant closest to (0, 0, 0) point. The other,
heavier phase (water) with density of 1000 kg.m−3 fills the
rest of the domain. See Fig. 9 for reference. Authors of
[55] set
(
1
2L
)3
as oil cube dimension, whereas in our simu-
lations it is most often
(
2
3L
)3
, which we motivate by our
intention to yield greater interfacial surface on coarse grids
which cause poor mass conservation. It has been found
that characteristics of τrnn – such as its domain-averaged
magnitude presented below – do not change quantitatively
due to that scaling. All physical parameters have been set
identical to the reference work [55], that is the viscosities
of water and oil are respectively 0.001 and 0.1 Pa·s, and
surface tension is set to 0.075 N·m−1.
Figure 9: Initial positioning of oil (green surface) and water (rest
of the domain) phases in a phase-reversion numerical simulation.
Gravity is along vertical Z axis.
Three different grids have been used, namely 32× 32×
32 = 323 grid (32768 nodes), the 643 grid with 262144
nodes, and the 963 grid with 884736 nodes. Most of calcu-
lations were performed on 16-processor clusters, containing
2210MHz AMD Opteron processors, and 32 GB of RAM.
All simulations were prepared using SAILOR-LES solver,
using the Smagorinsky model for τluu, and CLSVOF mod-
ule for interface tracking; GFM technique was applied to
14Using VOF method for interface tracking.
implicitly treat pressure and density jumps on the inter-
face.
Figure 11 displays temporal macroscopic evolution of
the interface. Visible in the figure is the large-scale move-
ment of lighter phase upwards, caused by buoyancy force,
after which it hits opposite corner of the domain (also see
Fig. 15), causing large vortical structures to emerge, which
subsequently leads to creation of small-scale interfacial
structures, such as droplets and ligaments, best resolved
on the finest grid. However, it is evident from inspection
of Fig. 11 and 10 that overall number of structures is
smaller than described in DNS simulation [55] (obtained
using 1283 grid and the VOF method).
Figure 10: Interface shape for t = 7.6 obtained on the 963 grid.
Authors of [55, 30, 58] use dimensionless number Re,
defined using domain size as characteristic dimension and
varying approaches towards characteristic velocity. Let us
now review these approaches and apply them to presented
computational case. Larocque et al. [33] defines Re as
Re =
ρwLUg
2µw
(50)
using “predicted velocity” Ug defined with
Ug =
ρw − ρo
ρw
√
gL
2
. (51)
This time-independent quantity is therefore calculated us-
ing only species density and characteristic measure L equal
to the domain size [33]. For varying viscosity and surface
tension coefficients, [33] describes Re between 1110 and
554000] in their simulation. In the discussed simulation,
when calculating using (51), we get value of Re = 72827.
It is clear that Re is time independent in such inter-
pretation; in contrast, Vincent et al. [55] define Reynolds
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Figure 11: Macroscopic evolution of the interface for oil-mixing test case using a 643 grid.
number using maximum of uw (in water) at every time-
step, and water viscosity, resulting in values up to 60000.
In our work, when using maxuw, very high Re values are
observed (up to 3.5 · 105). In Fig. 12, Re values are
plotted obtained using maxuw (continuous line). These
Reynolds number values, much higher than described in
[55], are caused by different definition of characteristic
scale L. In [55] time-dependent value of L is used, de-
scribed by authors by “size of larger eddy structures”, equal
to the macroscale of turbulence [54]. Similarily to (50), in
preparation of Fig. 12 constant L = 1 has been used.
The second (squared) curve in Fig. 12, is Re calculated
using domain-averaged 〈u¯〉 magnitude, which yields Re
at 105 level. Averaging is performed in a way similar to
presented in [55], that is
〈Ψ〉 = 1
V
∫
V
ΨdV (52)
where Ψ is an arbitrary scalar field and V is computational
domain, discretisation of Ω.
These levels of Re below 105 are in agreement with
constant “expected” values yielded by formulas (50) and
(51).
Interfacial surface has been traced during our simula-
14
Figure 13: Approximated interfacial area; temporal evolution for phase mixing case. Raw cell count (left) and values normalized by initial
interfacial cell count (right).
Figure 12: Reynolds number in water temporal evolution. Time
units: 1/5 s.
tions, similarly to previous subsection, and the results are
given in Figure 13. Interfacial area has been calculated
using simple approximation described in [37], that is as a
number of cells with |φijk | ≤ d, where d = ∆x/4. In other
words, this approach counts cells with values of level-set
φ function small enough to assume they contain the in-
terface. Such approach, however crude, is reminiscent of
[55], where authors propose a technique based on VOF C
function values. Neither of such approaches involves any
geometrical reconstruction of the interface, and thus are
equally dependent on discretisation and can be perceived
only as rough approximations of surface area. Notwith-
standing this possible lack of precision, we may observe
that overall trend is present in Fig. 13 of surface area ris-
ing to approximately 5 times its original value on a 963
grid, while on more coarse grids is characterized by less
steep decrease following peak values. In particular we see
that highest interface fragmentation took place at about
15 time units. Below, data presented in Fig. 13 will allow
us to seek correlations between surface area and values of
sub-grid surface tension tensor.
Note that for different parameters such as smaller “oil”
phase density (or greater “water” density), kinetic energy
resulting from buoyancy will be inversely proportional to
ρo and thus cause interfacial surface to be greater by caus-
ing stronger oil fragmentation. The same behaviour, but
pertaining to interfacial sub-grid term τrnn is visible in
parametric DNS study of Larocque [33].
Examples of velocity field visualizations for a 963 grid
are visible in Fig. 14 (leftmost image) and Fig. 15. Lat-
ter figure displays the scale of vortical motion in the most
kinetic part of simulation, right after the overturned oil
mass hits opposite domain corner. In the figure, only half
of the interfacial surface is visible as a wireframe. Vectors
of velocity in 15 are rescaled accordingly to their magni-
tude, while in Fig. 14 similar scaling has been performed
by much smaller coefficient, to produce clear image.
Figure 15 contains velocity cut-plane parallel to z axis
which contains x = y line. The visible part of the interface
lies in y < x part of the domain.
In Fig. 14, a y = 2.5 cut-plane has been drawn. Apart
from representing velocity vector field, Fig. 14 contains
(rightmost image) graphic representation of τrnn vector
15
Figure 14: Two cut-planes y = 2.5 with vectors of velocity (left, vector magnitude reduced 0.4 times) and τrnn (right, vectors enlarged 10
times). Both snapshots were taken for t ≈ 20. Are inside “oil” phase is colored green.
field, taken at the same moment of dimensionless time.
Figure 15: Example of velocity vectors drawn along with wireframe
interface representation.
Velocity field characteristic was presented in Fig. 12;
to further characterize resolved u¯ field we additionally
present the plot of the domain-averaged velocity distri-
bution 〈u¯〉 for three considered grids in Fig 16. During
first 10 time units, acceleration due to overturning motion
is clearly visible in all cases. Subsequently the velocity
drops, as oil and water masses begin quasi-periodic [55]
sloshing movements during which any remaining kinetic
energy is dissipated by viscous effects.
In Fig. 17 non-rescaled, averaged components x, y and
z of τrnn tensor are plotted. Visible are curves for 64
3
and 963 grids, for t ∈ [0, 25]. As the curves for 〈τrnn|x〉
Figure 16: Domain-averaged velocity (m/s) distribution in discreti-
sation dependence in ρo = 900 kg.m−3 case.
and 〈τrnn|y〉 show, the x and y components do not rapidly
increase during the simulation, while 〈τrnn|z〉 forms peaks
visible in interval [10, 25] of both plots. Reason for this
is linked to dominating character of buoyancy force in si-
mulation, as overturned mass of oil ruptures into droplets.
DNS simulations show great fragmentation in this phase
[33] followed by dispersed flow which was not captured in
present LES simulations, due to mass loss and numerical
coalescence; however medium-sized and large interfacial
formations are captured. It is to these formations that
peak τrnn|z values seem linked, as concluded by Vincent
in [55]. Still, in parts of the simulation where z-direction
peaks do not occur, all components act similarly, and over-
all averaged norm of τrnn remains at constant level, a
behaviour which we will describe below. Large peak of
16
Figure 17: Temporal evolution of 〈τrnn|x,y,z〉 components, no scaling.
〈τrnn|x〉 curve in t ∈ [0, 5] interval visible in both plots of
Fig. 17 may be connected to movement of oil drop towards
opposite domain corner at the onset of simulation.
In Figure 18a, the maximum values of τrnn tensor are
presented. The graph has been prepared for simulation
on 643 grid, using ρo : ρw = 0.7: 1 ratio, which the results
in more emphasized overturning motion and more inter-
face defragmentation. Contrary to what may have been
expected from averaged values, maximum levels are of or-
der 10−1. Highest values (x-component peak at t = 16.4)
are once again connected with interfacial rupture phase
in t ∈ [15, 20] interval, during which the mass divides into
bulk part that forms large ligament that later ruptures into
droplets. We have traced spatial location of peak tensor
value, which is shown in Fig. 18b as being connected with
interface cusp.
Concerning surface tension coefficient σ, it is impor-
tant to remind that σ is present in definition (18) of τrnn
and any change to σ will cause τrnn to directly re-scale.
However, some characteristics of the flow in the discussed
case would also change then, e.g. greater surface tension
will produce different, less fragmented oil mass configura-
tion, also influencing the average velocity of the overturn-
ing motion. At the same time, τrnn will become larger due
to scaling by σ. Because of that and other reasons – such as
the need to assess importance of two-phase specific terms
altogether – ratio of τrnn components might be calculated
versus some flow-specific quantity, as mean velocity or flow
inertia. Such ratio was used in [55].
In our work, we have assessed the significance of τrnn
by comparing its norm with that of the domain-averaged
resolved inertial term
ρu⊗ u, (53)
computed directly in simulation. The ratio of
τrnn
ρu⊗ u
is a dimensionless quantity, directly comparable with plots
presented in reference works [55] and [30]. Moreover, it
may be seen as a comparison between tensors τrnn and τluu
(that is the “classical” SGS tensor (12)) . When making
the plots, we have used either the ratio
〈|τrnn|〉
〈||ρu⊗ u||〉 , (54)
of tensor norms, or ratios using components of sub-grid
surface tension tensor such as
〈τrnn|z〉
〈||ρu⊗ u||〉 . (55)
Averaging operator 〈·〉 was described in previous subsec-
tion. In the above equations, we have used Euclidean
norm (Frobenius norm) of the matrix in the denominator,
namely, for an arbitrary matrix A:
||A|| =
√∑
i
∑
j
|aij |2. (56)
In Figure 19, an actual time dependence of fractions
(54) and (55) can be seen. Figure 19 has been prepared
using least refined grid 323, and indicates a constant rise
in plotted value, reaching 7% of approximated inertia for
t = 16 s. This is comparable to values described in [55],
in which the authors give e.g. the value of (55) at about
17
Figure 18: (a):Temporal evolution of max(τrnn|x),max(τrnn|y) and max(τrnn|z) for oil mixing simulation. No averaging was performed. (b):
Cutplane drawing for t = 16.4, matching peak value in (a). Red vector (unscaled) represents peak τrnn vector, also visible is 2D zy cutplane
of the interface (thick black line), and velocity field visualization (downscaled black vectors).
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Figure 19: Average normalized magnitude of τrnn tensor and its
components, non-dimensional, concerning the simulation on a 323
grid.
5% level for t = 15s. Also, Figure (19) shows the values
of individual tensor components in the same simulation
- the domination of the z component (due to buoyancy
force generating the flow) is well pronounced, which again
reflects the a priori DNS results. It shows that ADM-
based reconstruction approach to τrnn tensor allows for
sensible reconstuction of the sub-grid surface tension force,
whose magnitude measured with respect to (53) raises as
the flow moves to the viscous dissipation phase.
As we can observe in Figure 20, the behavior of the
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Figure 20: Average normalized magnitude of τrnn tensor and its
components, non-dimensional, concerning the simulation on a 643
grid.
model is similar when a denser, 643 node grid is used;
we observe a raising value of ratio (54) and the shape of
the curve is similar to Fig 19 with a pronounced peak for
t ≈ 7s. This peak is linked to a large value of the inter-
facial surface, as can be seen in Fig. 21. Overall values
of plotted ratio for τrnn tensor are about 60% of values
for 323 grid (Figure 19 and 23), which could be attributed
to decrease of difference between u and u∗ velocity fields
(and subsequently between the filtered and reconstructed
normal vector fields) due to the fact that the flow is less
18
Figure 21: Interfacial surface for t ≈ 7s in a 643 simulation, corre-
sponding to peak value in Fig. 20.
under-resolved. The level of τrnn|z/||ρ(u⊗u)|| is compara-
ble to what is indicated in the DNS a priori test, and also
its domination over other components is in full agreement
with published work of Vincent [55]; it becomes even more
apparent towards the end of the plotted time interval. To
offer more insight into this particular simulation using 643
grid, we attach a more detailed view of concurrent inter-
face shapes, visible in Figure 11.
Finally, similar in character and observed magnitudes
is the evolution of the τrnn tensor when a 96
3 grid is used,
as can be observed in Figure 23. In the Figure, magni-
tudes from previous plots have been placed to enable a
comparison. As can be seen in Fig. 23, although the most
refined grid yields similar behaviour in first six seconds of
simulation, the averaged magnitude of the surface tensor
drops in subsequent stages even more rapidly than for 644
case. This could support the conclusion about the velocity
field being less under-resolved on denser grids. Notwith-
standing this facts, it has to be noted that [55] describes
different tendency in the plots of (55) and of other τrnn
components, that is, magnitudes of these ratios are in-
creasing proportionally to the number of grid points.
An example of the interface shape obtained for t = 7.6s
using a 963 grid is presented in Figure 10, displaying a
number of resolved film and “finger” formations. Addition-
ally, simulation on a finest grid performed without the use
of the ADM-τ model is presented in Figure 22, wich is to
certain extent comparable with Figure 10. However, sub-
sequent of the interface evolution even on this finest grid
changes with the inclusion of ADM-τ model, as presented
further in Figure 24.
We conclude by remarking that inclusion of τrnn force
into the simulation of oil–water mixing case results in vis-
ible macroscopic differences (Figures 24 and 27) between
obtained interfacial shapes. This is expected since τrnn ex-
Figure 22: A 963 simulation - macroscopic evolution of the interface
without the inclusion of τrnn tensor.
erts small, but constant influence on the interfacial geome-
try over entire simulation. Although overall mechanism of
mixing with and without model usage is very similar, some
ligaments, droplets and fluid “fingers” are either shifted in
position or size, or not present at all. This difference can
be observed in Fig. 24, in which the inclusion of τrnn is
shown to have caused a shift in the bulk interface position
and creation of more small-scale features. Overall assess-
ment of this result - in other way than comparison with
DNS a priori simulation would require experimental data,
or DNS results of simulations using very fine discretisa-
tion to assure that simulation is fully resolved. Meanwhile
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Figure 23: Average normalized magnitude of τrnn tensor and its
components, non-dimensional, concerning the simulation on a 963
grid, plotted together with similar curves for 323 and 643.
authors of [55] conclude in their paper that for DNS to
be resolved in this case, a grid of at least 1283 is still not
sufficient.
Figure 24: Simulation using the 963 grid with (green surface) and
without (red) the inclusion of the τrnn tensor; t ≈ 11s.
8.3. Further Assessment of τrnn Inclusion
As a means to assess the influence of the τrnn inclusion
into the simulation, consider the case of a large droplet of
heavy fluid in free fall, embedded in lighter fluid; similar
to water droplet in air, although density ratio has been
set to ρw : ρa = 10: 1 for stability reasons. In Figure 25
the macroscopic, temporal evolution of such simulation,
computed on a 643 grid, is presented.
Figure 25: Macroscopic definition for the “splash case”.
As it can be seen if Fig. 25, the droplet enters quiescent
fluid mass after which a waving motion begins with bulk
fluid mass oscillating in a way resembling a membrane (e.g.
between t = 4.7 and t = 7 in Fig. 25). For t = 7 and
t = 20, two of the uppermost positions of the oscillating
mass are visible, when top wall of the domain is reached
by it. Final image presented in Fig. 25 for t = 25 presents
a more quiescent fluid surface.
For this particular simulated case, it is easy to observe
that maximum values of τrnn tensor maxima is correlated
with aforementioned “uppermost” positions of the oscil-
lating mass, when surfacial area also has its peaks. This
is easily observable in Figure 26, where the maxima have
been plotted together with rescaled surface area of the in-
terface. Virtually all of the peak values of τrnn|z curve
occur in t ∈ [4, 12] and t ∈ [16, 22] intervals, that corre-
spond to “uppermost” positions of bulk mass during the
first oscillations15.
Such behavior of the tensor maxima suggests that τrnn
tensor is not random, instead it is strongly dependent both
on resolved interfacial shape and interfacial area. This
could falsify any possible hypothesis saying that our re-
sults are merely a generation of a random vector field.
Moreover, inspection of Figure 27 convinces us that the
influence of tensor in equation (19) is significant – simu-
lations with and without τrnn are divergent even in this
preliminary stage, which is in accordance with conclusions
of Vincent [55] that influence of this tensor will be signifi-
cant even if no small-scale fluid formations are yet present.
For the same simulation, a comparison of temporal reali-
sations of approximated interfacial areas is shown in Fig.
28. Apart from the discernible difference in peak shapes
15We do not claim that the occurence of τrnn maxima implies high
level of ratio (54). Maximum may occure locally - even in a single
grid cell - and be traced to a specific interfacial formation as shown
in Fig. 18.
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Figure 26: The τrnn tensor components maxima, plotted together
with rescaled surfacial area for the splash case.
for t ∈ [1, 2], an additional peak is visible in the simulation
including ADM-τ model.
Figure 27: Comparison of the interface shapes in droplet splash si-
mulation. Green surface corresponds to simulation including τrnn
tensor. Red surface corresponds to simulation in which the tensor
was omitted.
9. Discussion
We have presented and tested an approach of recon-
structing sub-grid surface tension force in LES simulation,
Figure 28: Approximated surfacial areas for simulations with (con-
tinuous line) and without the use of the ADM-τ model, for the splash
case.
thus showing that introduction of one of LES-specific ten-
sors emerging in two-phase flow is feasible with reasonable
computational cost. Results of sample calculations indi-
cate that values and behaviour of τrnn force are similar
to DNS-based [55]. However, the “Sub-Grid Mass Trans-
fer” (SMT) scalar term σ1 discussed in Section 7 is not
modelled yet, therefore we do not claim to have achieved
a complete LES of two-phase flow. Technically, to cite
Gorokhovski & Herrmann [25], the presented technique
still has to be viewed as a quasi-LES/DNS simulation,
since the SMT term is not modelled.
Evolution of τrnn sub-grid surface tension force term
presented in this work is based on its definition, and rests
more on a mathematically justified deconvolution of u∗ by
“inverted filtration” rather than being anyhow rooted in
flow physics, e.g. by forming a relation between primitive
variables and resulting τrnn. By this, we mean that ADM-
based τrnn calculation is not a “model” par excellence, ex-
cept in one sense: an assumption that n∗ = Ψ(u∗) oper-
ation described in Sect. 7 is a justified reconstruction of
“deconvoluted curvature” κ∗. The latter quantity is mean-
ingful in that τrnn is essentially a force created by the
difference between resolved (filtered) and unresolved (sub-
filter) curvatures κ and κ. Present authors are however
aware of potential drawbacks in presented model. For this
reason, further studies could seem valuable in this field,
such as:
• An ever more comprehensive parametric study of
ADM-τ method to further prove its correctness with
respect to DNS a priori calculations, similar to [33];
• Comparison of ADM-τ results with different possible
approaches, such as direct reconstruction of n∗ field
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or κ∗ deconvoluted curvature. Basing on methodol-
ogy introduced in this article, the simplest method
that yields correct results should be continuedly de-
veloped;
• Performing simulations for which more experimental
data exist, such as using ADM-τ method for sim-
ulating atomization. Characteristics of those pro-
cesses, like droplet distribution histograms, could be
affected by τrnn force;
• Further work could also include modelling of σ1 “sub-
grid mass transfer” tensor.
• Unlike direct reconstruction of n∗ or κ∗, the ADM-
τ scheme presented in this work is suitable for use
with Domaradzki’s reconstruction scheme [14] for u∗.
Hence calculations using it should constitute a good
possibility for testing the method. Besides, in its
original implementation, the Domaradzki scheme in-
cludes usage of dense grid, which could be very useful
in calculating aforementioned “sub-grid mass trans-
fer” tensor directly.
10. Finishing Remarks
The ADM-τ model has been tested and its results com-
pared with a priori DNS results yielding satisfactory re-
sults, such as the temporal evolution of the ratio of norms
of the ADM-reconstructed τrnn tensor and resolved iner-
tia.
We believe this study should be followed by propo-
sitions of models for sub-grid mass transfer models, and
assessments of the performance of ADM-τ model in other
computational cases, at least to the extend permitted by
availability of the DNS and experimental data.
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• VOF - Volume of Fluid Method
• LS - Level Set Method
• LES - Large Eddy Simulation
• CLSVOF - Coupled Level Set-Volume of Fluid method
• DNS - Direct Numerical Simulation
• SMT - “Subgrid Mass Transport”
• GFM - Ghost Fluid Method
• SAILOR - Spectral and High Order LowMach-Number
LES (flow solver)
• ENO - Essentially Non-Oscillatory (differential scheme)
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